2020 Writing Retreat
Chadron State Park

July 6th – July 8th
Against the breathtaking landscape of the Pine
Ridge Region of Northwest Nebraska, our writersin-residence will lead sessions focused on crafting
and improving our writing, providing participants
a chance to create new work to then share and
receive personalized feedback during the retreat.
Participants will be able to spend the nights and
days together as part of the retreat. This
inspirational setting fosters a wonderful writing
community focused on exploring the wild terrains
of our lives.

Dinty W. Moore – Alyson Hagy – Joel Friederich – Carson Vaughan

(Above) Field Trip to Toadstool Geological Park; Picnic facilities at Chadron State Park; Writing session at the Ice House Ponds at Fort Robinson

WRITING RETREAT at Chadron State Park:
Monday, July 6th – Wednesday, July 8th

With Dinty W. Moore & Alyson Hagy & Carson Vaughan
• General Registration: $350 (Includes one-year membership to the Mari Sandoz Heritage Society)
• Current Mari Sandoz Heritage Society Members & Students (High School or College): $300
• Guest/Non-Participant $45 (This registration level is for spouses, friends and significant others who plan to
accompany retreat participants, and does not include access to the workshop session but covers the retreat
meals and lodging. We have a small number of private queen rooms for couples).

Advanced Workshop: Monday, July 6th
With Joel Friederich
• “Advanced” because it occurs in advance of the retreat, and because it is tailored to writers who have more
developed drafts of writing that they would like to share in a small workshop setting.
• Limited to EIGHT writers focusing on prose or poetry, with advanced, individualized feedback from Joel.
Pages will be submitted in advance of the workshop session, per Joel’s instructions.
• COST: $50 added to the Registration fees outlined above.

Registration Fees cover all workshop sessions, opening night BBQ/Reception, Tuesday and Wednesday lunch at
the venue, light refreshments, and three nights lodging, Monday-Wednesday, at our retreat venue.*
o ONLINE REGISTRATION OPENS March 16
§ DEADLINE: June 20, 2020
§ Space is limited to 25 writers. Early registration is encouraged.
Refunds: Due to limited space in the RETREAT, refunds can only be offered up to TEN days after Registration. For planning purposes,
there will be no refunds made after June 1. (Please note that if the workshop must be cancelled for any reason, we will notify all
participants as soon as possible and process full refunds—and that participants impacted by any verified health-emergency, including
COVID-19, are eligible for full refund at any time).
* This is a writing retreat, with an emphasis on building a
community of writers in our three days together. Participants
will not only share their writing in process, but also space in
the duplex units that surround the workshop meeting area.
Each of the six units has TWO Bedrooms (one with a queen
bed and one with two singles), separate bathroom/shower, a
full kitchen and living room with couch & television. We plan
on NO MORE THAN FOUR individuals per unit.
When registering, you may indicate if you are attending with
another person, and if you are comfortable with genderneutral room assignments. (The rooms with queen-sized beds
will be first reserved for couples.) This will be communal
living, but there should be lots of space and room for privacy
during your stay.
If you prefer not to stay in the retreat venue, (or for those
traveling from afar who may want a place to stay in the region
before and after the events), Chadron offers many hotel options
within a 15-minute drive. Cabins may be available at the State
Park (about $90 to $100 per night—these fill up fast) as well as
camping facilities. A list of lodging options appears at the end of
this program. These costs and arrangements are your own.
NOTE: Some of our events take place outdoors and in facilities in
and around the park. Participants should be prepared to navigate
stairs and for moderate physical activity in variable weather.

Mari Sandoz Emerging Writer Fellowship
Graduate students, teachers and working writers whose work shows promise, may apply for the Emerging Writer
Fellowship. The successful applicant will be honored as a “Mari Sandoz Emerging Writer,” will have fees waived for
the Retreat and Workshop, give a reading of their work, and receive a small stipend to help defray a portion of their
travel expenses. The application appears at the bottom of this program and online. Application Deadline: May 1.

Scholarships
A limited number of full and partial tuition waivers will be offered to support talented STUDENT writers this year.
The application appears at the bottom of this program and online. Application Deadline: May 1.
For more information about the workshop, updated schedule and registration information, please visit us at
www.storycatcherworkshop.org or www.marisandoz.org or email mevertson@csc.edu
(Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/storycatcherworkshop)

Monday, July 6th — WRITER’S RETREAT DAY ONE
Chadron State Park
Morning Session: ADVANCED WORKSHOP
Central Building/Group Event Area
• 8:30 A.M. to 9 A.M. Check-In
Continental Breakfast Provided
• 9 A.M. to NOON Advanced Workshop
Joel Friederich: (Session Title TBA)
Session description here: Limited to _______ writers
focusing on prose or poetry, with advanced, individualized
feedback from Joel. Pages will be submitted in advance of
the workshop session, per Joel’s instructions.

Brad Aaron Modlin works with advanced
writers at the 2019 Retreat at Fort Robison
Joel Friederich (waving) participates in the
advanced workshop at Fort Robinson in 2019

• NOON to 1 P.M. Pizza Buffet
(We will provide a variety of pizzas and salad and drinks)
• 1:00 to 2 P.M. Advanced Workshop Wrap-Up
AFTERNOON SESSIONS:
Central Building/Group Event Area
•

2:00 to 2:30 P.M. Retreat Check-In

•

2:30 to 5 P.M. Retreat Session
Carson Vaughan: Distilling the Extra From the
Ordinary: Writing and Reporting In “Flyover” Country

Group Event Area: Duplex Living Quarters (above)
& Central (Meeting) Building (below)

Even for those of us raised here, it's easy to dismiss America's
rural spaces as cultural deserts, devoid of the intrigue we afford the
cities or the coasts or the exotic landscapes of the imagination. In
this session, author Carson Vaughan will present the genesis of his
first book, Zoo Nebraska: The Dismantling of an American Dream,
and his work as a freelance journalist focused on rural culture.

5:00 to 6:00: MOVE IN!
Assignment of quarters in the six duplex units
EVENING PROGRAM
6:00 to 8:00 P.M. Reception and Dinner
(BBQ in the Group Event Area Courtyard)
Special Readings by Joel Friedrich &
Carson Vaughan
Dan O’Brien serves up his “Wild Idea” bison at the evening
cookout and reading for the 2016 Retreat

Tuesday, July 7th — WRITER’S RETREAT DAY TWO
Chadron State Park
Breakfast 8-9 A.M.
You may make use of the kitchens in your duplex units or visit one of the Chadron restaurants—about 15
minute drive into town.
MORNING SESSION
Central Building/Group Event Area
9:30 to 11:30 A.M. Creative Nonfiction
Dinty W. Moore: The Art of Flash Nonfiction and
the Heart Story
The flash form – crafting concise stories that flash
like lightning in a reader’s mind – is not only fun
but also a perfect vehicle for experimentation and
artistic growth. Students in this workshop will be
offered a series of prompts to locate the “heart
story,” or the invisible river of meaning, and will
craft, then revise, unique flash essays. Bring paper,
pencil, and an open mind.
Marie Mutsuki Mockett leads the 2019 nonfiction writing
workshop in the historic Officers Quarters at Fort Robinson

LUNCH
Meet at Central Building/Courtyard for complimentary lunch.
1:00 to 3:00: Writing Time
This time has been set aside for participants to work on their
individual writing projects or respond to the prompts from the
morning session. Weather permitting, field trips may be available
to inspirational settings.
AFTERNOON SESSION
3:00 to 5:00: The Story Catcher Workshop
Central Building/Group Event Area
This time has been set aside for participants to share their work and
get feedback from other writers and from our writers in residence.
EVENING PROGRAM
DINNER ON YOUR OWN
We encourage participants to gather for Dinner at one of our selected
restaurants downtown. (Details TBA)
(Pay your own way)

7:00 to 8:30 P.M.
Special Reading (Open to the Public)
Dinty W. Moore

Frank X Walker reads his poetry in the historic Officers
Quarters for the 2019 Retreat at Fort Robinson

Wednesday, July 8th — WRITER’S RETREAT DAY THREE
Chadron State Park
Breakfast 8-9 A.M.
You may make use of the kitchens in your duplex units or visit one of the Chadron restaurants—about 15 minute drive into town.

MORNING SESSION
9:30 to 11:30 A.M. Fiction
Alyson Hagy: Session Title TBA
Central Building/Group Event Area
Session Description TBA

Mark Halliday leads a morning workshop in the
Historic Officer Quarters at Fort Robinson in 2017

LUNCH
Meet at Central Building/Courtyard for complimentary
lunch.
AFTERNOON SESSION
1:00 to 3:00: Writing Time
This time has been set aside for participants to work on
their individual writing projects or respond to the prompts
from the morning session. Weather permitting, field trips
may be available to inspirational settings.
3:00 to 5:00: The Story Catcher Workshop
Central Building/Group Event Area
This time has been set aside for participants to share their
work and get feedback from other writers and from our
writers in residence.

2018 Fiction Writer-in-Residence Nina McConigley works
with writers in the Historic Officer’s Quarters at Fort Robinson

DINNER ON YOUR OWN
We encourage participants to gather for Dinner at one of our
selected restaurants downtown. (Details TBD)
(Pay your own way)

EVENING PROGRAM
LOCATION TBD
7:00 to 8:30 P.M.
Special Reading (Open to the Public)
Alyson Hagy

2016 Retreat at Ft. Robinson: Robert Wrigley’s
poetry workshop in the historic lodge

NOTE: All participants must be checked out of their
rooms or cabins by 9am on Friday.

Thursday, July 9th — Post Retreat Events
Story Catcher Festival
(Open to the Public)
10 to NOON The “Story Sharer”
Location in Chadron TBD
Readings from our Mari Sandoz Emerging
Writer & Open Mic for Retreat Participants
Additional Events TBD

Mari Sandoz Emerging Writer Jennifer Ippensen leads a session
on the CSC Campus for the 2018 Story Catcher Festival

Story Catcher Festival Open Mic Reading in the Sandoz Atrium

Flash Fiction Session in the Sandoz Atrium
at Chadron State College

Open Mic Contest Winners at the 2020 Festival at Fort
Robinson—holding prize books by Mari Sandoz
Writers gather between Story Catcher events in the
Sandoz Atrium at Chadron State College

Workshop Faculty
Dinty W. Moore
Dinty W. Moore was born and raised in Erie, Pennsylvania,
and, according to his Amazon author page, spent his
formative years fishing for bluegill, riding a bike with a banana
seat, and dodging the Sisters of St. Joseph. He earned a BA
in writing from the University of Pittsburgh, worked briefly as a
journalist, and also served short stints as a documentary
filmmaker, modern dance performer, zookeeper, and
Greenwich Village waiter. It was only after failing at each of
these professions that he went on to earn an MFA in fiction
writing from Louisiana State University.

Source: www.penguinrandomhouse.com

Moore is the director of Ohio University’s BA, MA, and PhD in
creative writing programs. He has authored various books of
literary nonfiction as well as textbooks and craft guides, most
notably Dear Mister Essay Writer Guy (Ten Speed Press,
2015), The Accidental Buddhist (Harmony, 1999), and his
memoir, Between Panic and Desire (Bison, 2010), which
won the GrubStreet National Book Prize.

Other invaluable works for the writer’s bookshelf include: The Rose Metal Press Field Guide to Writing
Flash Nonfiction (2012), The Mindful Writer: Noble Truths of the Writing Life (Wisdom Press,
2012), Crafting the Personal Essay: A Guide to Writing and Publishing Creative Nonfiction (Writer’s Digest
Books, 2010), The Story Cure: A Book Doctor’s Pain-Free Guide to Finishing Your Novel or Memoir
(Penguin Random House, 2017), The Truth of the Matter: Art and Craft in Creative Nonfiction (Pearson,
2007), and many others.
Moore has been published in Harpers, The New York Times Sunday Magazine, the Philadelphia Inquirer,
Utne Reader, Salon, Okey-Panky, the Southern Review, the Georgia Review, and the Los Angeles
Review of Books. A National Endowment for the Arts fellowship recipient, Moore has guest taught
creative nonfiction seminars across the United States and in Europe. He is the founder and editor
of influential internet journal, Brevity (brevitymag.com), on the editorial board of Creative Nonfiction
magazine, and is a frequent speaker and teacher at writers’ conferences.

“Between Panic and Desire is more autopsy than memoir—a strange new hybrid. It’s a fantasy of letting go of the
things that have haunted Moore his entire life. These things do, in fact, float off the pages.”
— Los Angeles Times
“This book is funny, funny, funny. It is an unconventional—some might say, experimental—collection of frolicsome and
touching personal essays. . . . [T]he book is a rare example of how unusual form actually helps. It is the ideal display
for Dinty’s imagination. He daydreams. He fantasizes. He hallucinates. And this is nonfiction. For anyone who thinks
the genre is nothing more than a retelling of facts, pick up a copy of Between Panic and Desire. . . . It is literary
nonfiction with integrity. And it’s fun.”
— Oxford Town
[In Dear Mister Essay Writer Guy: Advice and Confessions on Writing, Love, and Cannibals] “Moore presents a guide
to writing essays that is both brilliantly instructive and wonderfully entertaining … Highly recommended for writers
and anyone who loves to laugh out loud while they read.”
— Library Journal
“Advice books for writers are a dime a dozen but Moore provides a fresh approach … [The Mindful Writer is]
A compact book of practical and philosophical truths for both novice and veteran writers.”
— Publishers Weekly
“[The Story Cure is] a handbook for writers who have encountered artistic ailments such as writer’s block, character
anemia, flat plot, and silent voice. Moore’s signature wit and wisdom are once again on display in this useful guide for
writers of all levels of experience.”
— Poets & Writers

Author website: dintywmoore.com

Alyson Hagy
Alyson Hagy grew up on a farm in the Blue Ridge
Mountains of Virginia. She is a graduate of Williams
College and the University of Michigan. While at Michigan,
she was awarded a Hopwood Prize in Short Fiction and a
Roy Cowden Fellowship. Early stories were published
in Sewanee Review, Crescent Review, and Virginia
Quarterly Review.
Hagy taught at the University of Virginia, the University of
Michigan, and the Stonecoast Writers Conference in Maine
before joining the faculty at the University of Wyoming in
1996.
She is the author of eight works of fiction,
including Madonna On Her Back (Stuart Wright, 1986),
Hardware River (Poseidon Press, 1991), Keeneland (Simon
& Schuster, 2000), Graveyard of the Atlantic (Graywolf
Press, 2000), Snow, Ashes (Graywolf Press, 2007), Ghosts
of Wyoming (Graywolf Press, 2010), and Boleto (Graywolf
Press, 2012).

Source: alysonhagy.com

Her most recent novel Scribe (2018) is described by Graywolf Press as “a haunting, evocative tale about
the power of storytelling, drawing on traditional folktales and the history and culture of Appalachia” where
the author “has crafted a gripping, swiftly plotted novel that touches on pressing issues of our time—
migration, pandemic disease, the rise of authoritarianism—and makes a compelling case for the power of
stories to both show us the world and transform it.”
Hagy has been awarded fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Christopher
Isherwood Foundation. Her work has won a Pushcart Prize, the Nelson Algren Prize, the High Plains
Book Award, the Devil’s Kitchen Award, the Syndicated Fiction Award, and been included in Best
American Short Stories. Recent fiction has appeared in Drunken Boat, The Idaho Review, Kenyon
Review, INCH, and Michigan Quarterly Review.
Abiding interests include hiking, fishing, cohabitating with Labrador Retrievers, college athletics, and
making artist’s books. She lives in Laramie, Wyoming.
“Alyson Hagy's Scribe is a lean, hard wolf of a thing. There's something feral and panting about it. Vicious. It is sour
and cruel and vivid, with a long memory and blood in its teeth. It gives nothing away….In the end, Scribe finally feels
like an Appalachian fairy tale, pared-down and merciless in its telling. It's a story that doesn't stop when you close the
covers, but continues growing until the shadow of it is larger than you recall.
— Jason Sheehan, NPR Book Reviews
“Scribe, which begins with the baying of hounds and ends with silence, reminds us on every page that humans remain
the storytelling animal, and that therein might lie our salvation. . . . In this brave new world, a woman with a pen may
prove mightier than a man with a sword.”
— The New York Times Book Review
“Good stories teach us how to read them, and the opening pages of Boleto are entertaining, entrancing teachers. . . .
Hagy often dazzles with her descriptions of the Wyoming landscape and wildlife. Whether it’s the corral of the
Testerman ranch, the rugged passes of the Black Bell Ranch or the depressed outskirts of Anaheim, the settings
glimmer with well-chosen metaphors.”
— The New York Times Book Review
“In her gift for the language of horses, as in the beauty of her prose, Hagy will inevitably recall Annie Proulx, Kent
Haruf and Cormac McCarthy. But she is writing as much about wealth and class, about work and privilege, as about
horses and the Western landscape.”
— The Washington Post

Author website: alysonhagy.com

Joel Friederich
Joel Friederich has participated in our last two Story
Catcher retreats where his helpful feedback and expertise
have been warmly welcomed. He makes his third
appearance this year as a leader of our advanced
workshop. He is an associate Professor of English at
the University of Wisconsin-Barron County, where he
teaches courses in creative writing, literature, composition,
and literary publishing, and serves as advisor, coordinator,
and program director for the campus literary magazine and
literary programs. He has also taught writing at Southern
Illinois University, Edwardsville, and Fontbonne University
and Washington University in St. Louis, as well as
numerous appointments in Japan. He has an MFA in
Creative Writing from the University of Montana.
An accomplished poet, Friederich is the recipient of
numerous literary awards throughout Wisconsin and
beyond. His collection Blue to Fill the Empty Heaven won
Joel Friederich covered in words
first place in the 2007 Gerald Cable Prize, awarded to the
cast from a classroom projector
best unpublished book manuscript in an open national
competition (and was published by Silverfish Review Press in Spring, 2009). He is the author of
two chapbooks, many literary reviews, profiles and essays, and his poetry as appeared in such
prominent journals as Prairie Schooner, Constellation, River Styx, Southeast Review, Beloit
Poetry Journal, The Paris Review, The Laurel Review, Poetry Northwest, Tar River, Alaska
Quarterly Review, The Seattle Review, Bloomsbury Review, Cream City Review, Hubbub and
Blue Mesa Review. His current writing project focuses on poems addressed to his own sons
from a future perspective when climate change will have begun to dramatically change the
natural world they will live in.

Carson Vaughan
Carson Vaughan is a freelance journalist and author from central
Nebraska who writes frequently about the Great Plains. His work has
appeared in The New Yorker, The New York Times, The
Guardian, The Paris Review Daily, Outside, Pacific Standard, Slate,
The Atlantic, VICE, In These Times, and more. His first book, Zoo
Nebraska: The Dismantling of an American Dream (Little A), was
published in April, 2019, and was named a “Favorite Nonfiction book
of 2019” by Bookriot.com and was chosen as “Amazon First Reads”
selection.
He is currently working on a second book of narrative nonfiction
chronicling both the history and contemporary world of cowboy
poetry. His profile “My Cousin, The Cowboy Poet” was published in
the March 16, 2016, online edition of The New Yorker.
Vaughan was awarded the 2018 John M. Collier Award for Forest
History Journalism from the Forest History Society for
his Weather.com feature, “Uprooting FDR’s ‘Great Wall of Trees.’” He was also a recipient of a
2018 Individual Artist Fellowship from the Nebraska Arts Council.
Photo by Mary Anne Andrei

His website, carsonvaughan.com, illustrates his varied writings and interest in such areas as
rural America, the American West, Nebraska history, the environment and the arts. He holds an
MFA in Creative Writing (Nonfiction) from the University of North Carolina Wilmington, and
bachelors in both English and Journalism from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He currently
lives in Chicago.
“[Zoo Nebraska] A marvelous, meaningful book, full of deep reporting, fine writing, and big questions about the
nature of community, of living with animals, of challenging values. Zoo Nebraska will surprise and engage you and
make you think.”
— Susan Orlean, author of The Orchid Thief

Mari Sandoz at work in Bernard Hall for the 1948 Writer’s
Institute at the University of Wisconsin at Madison.
(Courtesy Mari Sandoz High Plains Heritage Center)

MAPS and DIRECTIONS
Chadron State College is located about 290 miles north of Denver, CO and 100 miles south of Rapid City, SD
Highways 20 and 385 intersect in Chadron. For driving directions and regional and campus maps, please visit CSC
Page for Visitors: (http://www.csc.edu/visitors/location.csc)

Chadron State Park is about 9 miles directly South of CSC campus, on Highway 385

This map illustrates the primary location of our events.

Main Entrance:
Get your park permit here and maps, information and gifts related to Chadron State Park.
Group Event Area
Registration, meals and workshop sessions take place in the “Central Building.”
Duplex Housing
Those of you lodging in the quarters may move in starting at 5p.m. on Monday.

Parking
NOTE: that you will need an Entry Permit in order to enter and park at Chadron State Park. You
can purchase your permit at the main entrance (kiosk or in the office building) or through the
NGCP website: https://ngpc-permits.ne.gov/NGPC-PS/faces/public/welcome Resident are $6
per day, or $31 annual ($46/$8 for nonresidents)

Additional Information
Climate & Clothing
Chadron is approximately 3369 feet above sea level with a fairly arid climate and a lot of sun
during the summer months. Temperatures during our workshop will typically be in the 70s to
low 80s (occasionally warmer) with lows around 50. There is always a chance for a cool or damp
day, so bring appropriate attire.
NOTE: temperatures in July can be unpredictable, with highs in the 90s not uncommon—cooling
off to around 60 at night. We usually have fairly low humidity.
Most of our facilities will be air-conditioned. PLEASE BE AWARE THAT SOME BUILDINGS
CAN GET CHILLY. You may want to bring a jacket to wear indoors for these sessions.
In any of the outdoor excursions during your stay, be sure to bring plenty of sun screen and bugrepellant (ticks and other pests can be present in portions of our recreation areas). Be prepared
for rapid changes in the weather as afternoon and evening thunderstorms can come up quickly.
There are SWIMMING facilities at Chadron State Park, so you may want to pack a suit!

Field Trips and Other Events
There is much to do in our region, and a lot of history. In addition to the post-workshop
excursions and field trips which we will arrange and publicize when you arrive, we will include
materials in your registration packet about other recreation, sight-seeing and historical attractions
that might be of interest in our region.
You might also want to visit the Chadron
City Webpage for some excellent
suggestions about what to do in the area:
http://www.chadron-nebraska.com. The
CSC Visitors Webpage also has a good
listing of resources:
http://www.csc.edu/visitors/resources
Chadron State Park has some great
amenities—hiking/biking trails, fishing
pond, paddle boats, swimming pool, horse
riding/trails, tennis courts, playground
equipment and an excellent disc-golf
course throughout the park. Find out more
by visiting the CSP page:
http://outdoornebraska.gov/chadron

Story Catcher Picnic in the Pines and Chadron State Park

Dining
Your program lists when meals will be on your own. Here is a list
of dining options:
Chadron State Park “Trading Post” has a snack bar and a small
selection of grocery items, and is open from 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.

In Chadron:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arby’s 440 W 3rd
Bean Broker Coffee House (full lunch menu) 202 W 2nd
China House Restaurant 1240 Hwy 20
Country Kitchen 1250 W. 10th
Daily Grind Coffee House (sandwiches and baked goods) 219
Main
Daylight Donuts/Bakery (Lunch items as well) 231 E. 3rd
Dominos Pizza 1519 W. 6th (next to WalMart)
Far West (Thai/Asian/Mexican) 410 W. 3rd
EJ’s BBQ & Take-Out 273 Main St.
Fryday’s 120 Bar and Grill 120 W. 2nd
Just Love Coffee (waffles and more) 302 Main Street
Helen’s Pancake & Steak House & The Grove Bar & Grill 950 W
Highway 20
McDonald’s 1180 W Highway 20
Pizza Hut 500 W 3rd St.
Runza 1426 West Hwy 20
Safeway (Deli Counter) 230 Morehead
Subway 1250 W. Highway 20
Taco Johns 1310 U.S. 20
Wilds (Bar and Grill) 216 West 2nd
The Ridge (Bar and Grill) 164 Main

Festival Participants Enjoy a Bean Broker Lunch

LODGING
Those traveling from afar may want a place to stay in the region on Sunday night before the
retreat, and Thursday night afterwards. Here are some options:
In Chadron:
•

Best Western West Hills Inn 1100 W 10th St -- Phone: (308) 432-3305
http://bestwesternnebraska.com/hotels/best-western-west-hills-inn

•

Holiday Inn Express & Suites 227 Ash St -- Phone: (308) 747-2223

https://www.ihg.com/holidayinnexpress/hotels/us/en/chadron/cdrcd/hoteldetail
•

Super 8 840 W. HWY 20 -- Phone: (308) 432-4471
https://www.wyndhamhotels.com/super-8/chadron-nebraska/super-8-chadron-ne/overview

•

Westerner Motel 300 Oak St -- Phone: (308) 432-5577 or 5595
http://www.westernerinns.net

•

Grand Westerner Motel 1050 W. Highway 20 -- Phone: (308) 432-5595

•

Bunk House Motel 901 E 3rd St -- Phone: (308) 432-5591
www.bunkhousemotel.qwestoffice.net

•

Old Main Street Inn 115 Main St. -- Phone: (308) 432-3380 (Stay in the Mari Sandoz Suite!)
www.facebook.com/Oldemainstreetinn/

•

Victorian Inn Bed and Breakfast 307 Shelton St -- Phone: (308) 432-5696
www.chadronvictorianinn.com

•

Travelodge by Wyndham Chadron 755 Microtel Dr. -- Phone: (308) 432-3000
www.booking.com/hotel/us/motel-6-chadron.html

At Chadron State Park
• Nine miles south of Chadron in the scenic pine ridges—cabins available and an extensive
campground with hookups and tent area. (308) 432-6167
http://outdoornebraska.gov/chadron & nebraskastateparks.reserveamerica.com

2015 Retreat at Camp Norwesca near Chadron State Park
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Story Catcher Scholarship Application
The Mari Sandoz High Plains Heritage Society and the department
of English and Humanities at Chadron State College are pleased to
announce that a limited number of full and partial tuition waivers
will be offered to support talented STUDENT writers this year.
Depending on the number of applicants and the merit of the writing
samples that are submitted, a variety of waivers will be awarded
(full or partial remission of fees for the Retreat and/or General
Workshop)
Each scholarship recipient is responsible for her or his
transportation and/or lodging costs (except for during the retreat portion of the workshop). Visit our web site for
further information about the workshop: http://www.storycatcherworkshop.org

APPLICATION
PLEASE PRINT

Name ___________________________________________________ E-mail ______________________________________
Address ___________________________________________ Daytime Telephone _(_____)____________________
City ________________________________________________ State _______

Zip Code_____________

SCHOOL NAME AND LOCATION

BY COMPLETING THIS APPLICATION YOU AFFIRM THAT ALL WRITING SAMPLES ARE YOUR OWN.
(evidence of plagiarism will result in rejection of the application or cancellation of the award)
1. Submit no more than 10 pages of prose or poetry. Manuscripts and supporting materials will not
be returned.
2. PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE ADVANCED WORKSHOP as
well as the RETREAT. (consideration will be based upon your writing sample).
3. The deadline for application is April 10, 2020 (postmark).
NOTE: spaces for the RETREAT, and especially the ADVANCED workshop, are limited, and
applications will be reviewed weekly starting Mid-March, until filled. Early submission is
recommended.
Send application materials to:
Story Catcher Writing Workshop Scholarship Committee
Dr. Matthew Evertson, Director
Chadron State College
Department of English & Humanities
1000 Main Street
Chadron, NE. 69337
(308) 432-6462
OR EMAIL the above information and writing samples to mevertson@csc.edu

Mari Sandoz Emerging Writer Fellowship
Graduate students, teachers and working writers whose work shows
promise, may apply for the Emerging Writer Fellowship. The successful
applicant will be honored as a “Mari Sandoz Emerging Writer,” will
have fees waived for the Retreat and Workshop, give a reading of their
work, and receive a $200 stipend to help defray a portion of their travel
expenses.
The deadline for application is May 1, 2020 (postmark).

APPLICATION
PLEASE PRINT

Name ___________________________________________________ E-mail ______________________________________
Address ___________________________________________ Daytime Telephone _(_____)____________________
City ________________________________________________ State _______

Zip Code___________ _

INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATION & TITLE:

BY COMPLETING THIS APPLICATION YOU AFFIRM THAT ALL MATERIALS YOUR OWN.
(evidence of plagiarism will result in rejection of the application or cancellation of the award)
1. Submit no more than 20 pages of prose or poetry. Manuscripts and supporting materials will not
be returned.
2. Submit your current professional CV/Resume or Background Information
3. Submit a writing sample of no more than 20 pages, and indicate what items you might favor for
an appropriate reading at Story Catcher, and why you think the pieces relate to our workshop.
4. The conference planning committee will review the applications and contact recipients by May
15.
Send application materials to:
Story Catcher Writing Workshop Scholarship Committee
Dr. Matthew Evertson, Director
Chadron State College
Department of English & Humanities
1000 Main Street
Chadron, NE. 69337
(308) 432-6462
OR EMAIL the above information and writing samples to mevertson@csc.edu

SCENES FROM PREVIOUS RETREATS

Field trip to Toadstool Geological Park

Nina McConigley leads a session on fiction writing in
the historic Officers Quarters Living Room

Markus Jones reads from his novel to cap off the first day of the retreat

Field Trip to Toadstool Geological Park

Jeff Lockwood leads a morning workshop focused on short prose

H. L. Hix leads a poetry session in the historic Buffalo Soldiers Squad Room

Scenic, affordable, friendly and accessible!
A GREAT PLACE TO CREATE!

Writers take inspiration from Soldier Creek in an afternoon session

